Although common in birds, social monogamy, or pair-living, is rare among mammals because internal gestation and lactation in mammals makes it advantageous for males to seek additional mating opportunities. A number of hypotheses have been proposed to explain the evolution of social monogamy among mammals: as a male mate-guarding strategy, because of the benefits of biparental care, or as a defense against infanticidal males. However, comparative analyses have been unable to resolve the root causes of monogamy. Primates are unusual among mammals because monogamy has evolved independently in all of the major dades. Here we combine trait data across 230 primate species with a Bayesian likelihood framework to test for correlated evolution between monogamy and a range of traits to evaluate the competing hypotheses. We find evidence of correlated evolution between social monogamy and both female ranging patterns and biparental care, but the most compelling explanation for the appearance of monogamy is male infanticide. It is only the presence of infanticide that reliably increases the probability of a shift to social monogamy, whereas monogamy allows the secondary adoption of paternal care and is associated with a shift to discrete ranges. The origin of social monogamy in primates is best explained by long lactation periods caused by altriciality, making primate infants particularly vulnerable to infanticidal males.
We show that biparental care shortens relative lactation length, thereby reducing infanticide risk and increasing reproductive rates. These phylogenetic analyses support a key role for infanticide in the social evolution of primates, and potentially, humans.
Social birds monogamy, (90% of species) or pair-living, (1) than is much mammals more (less common than among 3% of birds (90% of species) (1) than mammals (less than 3% of species) (2) . In many bird species, the successful rearing of offspring requires investment of both pair-members in incubation and provisioning, effectively constraining the adults to stay in a pair (3) . In mammals, by contrast, female internal gestation and lactation characteristically results in highly skewed parental investment, with males continuing to search for additional reproductive partners after each successful mating. Because of this behavior, the typical mammal mating system can be characterized as polygynandry, whereby multiple males mate with multiple females within a breeding season (4) (5) (6) . Because social monogamy in mammals is relatively uncommon and appears to require a fundamental change in male reproductive strategy, understanding its evolution has generated a great deal of interest. Additionally, the evolutionary history of social monogamy in mammals may help uncover the selective pressures that led to the formation of long-term pair bonds in humans. Three separate hypotheses have been proposed to explain the evolution of social monogamy: parental care, mate guarding, and infanticide risk. First, social monogamy may arise where the cost of raising offspring is high, such that a female must rely on the help of others, particularly for carrying infants (2, 7). For example, the females of socially monogamous New World primates (callitrichids and Aotus) typically give birth to twins and cannot cope with infant carrying without the help of a male (2). Although some socially monogamous mammal species are associated with high levels of care (8) (9) (10) , biparental care has been discounted as a general explanation because it is not ubiquitous in socially monogamous mammals (11) . It may be that rather than high-cost offspring giving rise to monogamy, monogamy enables the production of high-cost offspring. Second, social monogamy may arise when females occupy small but discrete ranges, making it difficult for males to monopolize more than one female. Males may choose to form a pair to guard the female from rival males seeking to mate with her (6, 11) . It has been argued that this was the route to social monogamy among small ungulates (12) , and a similar suggestion has been used to explain monogamy in other mammals, including primates (6, 11) . Finally, social monogamy might arise where the risks of infanticide are high and resident males can provide protection against infanticidal males (13) (14) (15) (16) . Where lactation is longer than gestation, females are expected to avoid suckling two infants of different ages simultaneously by delaying the return to oestrus after parturition. Where oestrus is delayed, it can pay a male, who is not the father, to kill an unweaned infant so that the female returns to oestrus sooner (17) . There remains no consensus over which of the above hypotheses best explains monogamy in primates. Some researchers have proposed that a combination of explanations may be plausible (16) , but others doubt whether it is possible to test between these hypotheses effectively or to infer the historical origin of social monogamy (18) .
Social monogamy is more common in primates than in other mammalian orders, accounting for more than a quarter of species across all of the major primate clades (Dataset SI). Social monogamy in primates evolved directly from polygynandry and appeared relatively late (16 Mya) in primate history (19, 20) .
Interestingly, social monogamy appears to be a stable state; once monogamy evolves there are few transitions back into polygynous mating systems (19) . Primates, therefore, represent an intriguing case for understanding the factors associated with the evolution of social monogamy.
Here we use likelihood-based phylogenetic comparative methods in a Bayesian framework (21) to examine each of the three hypotheses for the origin of social monogamy, testing for correlated evolution between mating systems and a key dichotomized marker trait for each hypothesis: paternal care, female ranging patterns, and male infanticide. Given previous disagreement about potential explanations for social monogamy, we predicted that there would be evidence for correlated evolution between social monogamy and each of the putative markers; however, our temporal discrete analyses can also identify the likely factors driving the switch to monogamy versus the responses following that switch. For discrete traits, we compare the fit of the dependent model of evolution between mating systems and these traits to a model in which the traits are constrained to evolve independently. In addition to correlated evolution, we use ancestral-state reconstructions and model rate parameters to examine whether certain traits preceded monogamy and whether they tended to make the appearance of monogamy more likely. For example, if a trait evolved after the emergence of social monogamy and is more likely to arise in the presence of monogamy, it could be seen as the result of pair-living. Conversely, if a trait is the key functional driver or sufficient condition for the evolution of monogamy, we expect its appearance to be rapidly and regularly followed by the emergence of monogamy.
Results
We find decisive support for correlated evolution between social monogamy and paternal care, female ranging patterns, and male infanticide (Table 1) . This supports our intuition that these traits represent a suite of social behaviors linked to social monogamy. However, the demonstration of correlation between traits does not identify any direction of causality. The ancestral state reconstructions (SI Appendix and Figs. S4-S7) and model rates ( Fig. 1) suggest that only male infanticide precedes the initial shift to social monogamy. Paternal care only evolves after a switch to social monogamy and not in polygynous mating systems (Fig. L4) . Moreover, once paternal care evolves within social monogamy it is unlikely to be lost. This finding suggests that biparental care was not a factor driving the shift to monogamy. Within a few lineages, discrete female ranges arose independently of social monogamy; however, a rapid subsequent switch to discrete ranges following the evolution of social monogamy suggests they might contribute to its maintenance, but were not a causal factor in its appearance (Fig. IB) .
In contrast, as well as strong correlated evolution between male infanticide and mating systems, male infanticide precedes the switch to social monogamy ( Fig. 1 C and Table 1 ). First, there is little support for a transition from polygyny to monogamy with low infanticide; social monogamy is inferred to have been far more likely to evolve from polygyny in the presence of high infanticide. Second, once social monogamy evolves there is a high probability of a subsequent reduction in male infanticide and a smaller probability of transitions back to polygyny with infanticide remaining high. Taken together, these data suggest that social monogamy with high infanticide is an unstable state, whereas social monogamy with low infanticide is a very stable one.
In addition, socially monogamous species have lower risk of infanticide, in terms of the proportion of the breeding cycle devoted to lactation (the "weaning proportion"), than do polygynous species (Table 2 ). This finding hints at one mechanism by which social monogamy may reduce infanticide risk: social monogamy facilitates a shorter lactation period compared with gestation, thereby reducing infanticide risk. There was a strong reduction in the weaning proportion with the emergence of social monogamy in most clades (SI Appendix and Fig. S8 ). Furthermore, a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) phylogenetic t test of paternal care with weaning proportion shows that species without paternal care have a significantly higher weaning proportion than those with paternal care (Table 2 ).
Discussion
Our results uncover the evolutionary relationship between social monogamy and its hypothesized causes. The evolution of both discrete female ranges and paternal care followed the shift to social monogamy rather than preceded it. Thus, there is little evidence to suggest that discrete female ranges are the cause of social monogamy in primates (contra refs. 6 and 11).
Similarly, although paternal care and social monogamy showed strong correlated evolution, paternal care (as seen in the callitrichids and Aotus) followed the appearance of social monogamy (15, 22) . Biparental care in birds also appears to be a secondary adaptation following pair formation (23) . In primates, paternal care is associated with a shortening of interbirth intervals and an increase in reproductive rates similar to that seen in birds and other mammals (2, 7, 15, 24) . In socially monogamous primate species, such as Aotus and the callitrichids, paternal care shortens the lactation period, presumably because females can increase the resources devoted to lactation when relieved of some of the costs of infant care. Although this behavior can make monogamy more profitable (15), it appears not to be the cause of monogamy.
Of the traits we tested, high male infanticide alone consistently preceded the appearance of social monogamy across primates.
Our analyses suggest that socially monogamous species are much more likely to have low male infanticide rates ( Fig. 1 C) , presumably as social monogamy provides an effective counter-strategy. Social monogamy can reduce the incidence of infanticide because one or both pair-members can defend infants (13, 15) . Shortened lactation time associated with biparental care may, however, play a particularly important role by hastening oestrus resumption, and so further mitigating infanticide risk (25) . Both partners may, therefore, initially benefit from male protection of unweaned infants and in some species there is a secondary benefit of increasing reproductive rates via biparental care (15) .
This association between infanticide and social monogamy raises the question of why more primate species are not monogamous. This question becomes particularly relevant when considering the extraordinarily high rates of infanticide in species such as gorillas and langurs, where it has been estimated that infanticide accounts for between 34% (in gorillas, Gorilla gorilla beringei) and 64% (in langurs, Semnopithecus entellus) of all infant deaths (26, 27) . One would expect a strong pressure for these species to opt for social monogamy if it is an effective defense against infanticide. However, a switch to social monogamy may only be possible where ecological conditions permit.
Other factors play a role in determining optimal grouping patterns: prédation pressure drives up group size (28, 29) and resource distribution and habitat use also impact on group size and structure (30, 31) . Hanuman langurs and gorillas incur high levels of mortality from infanticide but also live in a habitat with high prédation risk. The pressure to maintain cohesive social groups as an antipredator defense may render social monogamy a nonstarter. Fig. 1 . Coevolution between primate mating system and: (A) paternal care, (B) discrete female ranges, and (C) reported infanticide. The ancestral state reconstruction is depicted by dashed lines, which includes the proportion of the posterior distribution for alternative states. Z denotes visits assigned to zero as a proportion of the posterior probability distribution. Thickness of arrows reflects proportion of time transition rate is not assigned to zero, with dashed line >50% zeros and no line >90% zeros. Number below rate name (qij) is the mean transition rate where rate distribution has zero or very low z value. Nevertheless, these results could explain why social monogamy is more prevalent among primates than in other mammalian orders. Complex sociality in primates is associated with large brains (32) , which in turn is associated with altricial young and long development and lactation periods (25, 33) . This extended dependency period increases the time unweaned infants are vulnerable to male infanticide (34) . However, social monogamy can help overcome the gray ceiling imposed by the high metabolic and developmental costs of large brains through male care (24) , and allow for slow reproductive rates (35) without increased infanticide risk. Encephalization in great apes (and especially humans) has led to very long lactation periods and heightened risk of infanticide (as measured by the weaning proportion). Chimpanzees deal with the infanticide risk imposed by this extended dependency period with a polygynandrous mating system: males defend females and infants within their territory (36) , and females ensure paternity confusion through multiple mating with community males (37) . Promiscuous mating in orangutans has also been suggested as an anti-infanticide strategy (38) . For gorillas, although polygyny ensures paternity certainty for the group male, it also results in the highest infanticide rates seen among apes (37) . Human pair bonds may also be a response to the pressure that long infant dependency places on females to find effective protection for their young (39) . Indeed, a recent reconstruction of ancestral mating/marriage systems in humans suggests that Australopithecines (40, 41) and early modern humans (42) may have been (at least facultatively) monogamous. The transition to social monogamy in humans has been proposed to depend on females choosing to stay faithful to males, even when of lower quality (43) . Once in place these pair-bonds would facilitate paternal care in the form of male protection and provisioning (44, 45) . Male infanticide could thus have been the pressure that drove females as well as males to stay in long-term consortships or bonds (35) .
Methods
Primate Phytogeny. Analyses were conducted on a Bayesian posterior distribution of 10,000 phylogenies based on mitochondrial and autosomal genes for 230 primate species [version 2 of the lOkTrees Project (46)]. A large posterior sample allowed us to infer the evolutionary history of traits while accounting for phylogenetic uncertainty (46) . To display ancestral character traits, we inferred a maximum-dade credibility tree from the complete lOkTrees sample (46) using TreeAnnotator (47) with nodes dated using median molecular branch lengths and six known fossil calibration points.
Primate Trait Data. Primate trait data were extracted from the literature and from primary sources (SI Appendix and Dataset S1). Levels of allocare vary widely across primate species; we define paternal care as occurring only where males provide care for at least 30% of infant time (48) . We use two indices of infanticide pressure. First, we collated data on actual cases of infanticide for wild populations; we only included cases where the infanticide was substantiated either by direct observation or by the exclusion of other possibilities. It may be that infanticide is affected by sampling effort, such that it is more likely to have been observed in well-studies species, and may have been missed in less well-studied ones. For example, it is only after extensive fieldwork that infanticide has been suggested to take place following male absence in Hylobates lar (49) . We accounted for possible sampling issues in several ways. First, we only included species that had at least 20 publications. Second, we classified infanticide rates as low or high, so as to allow for the possibility that low levels of infanticide are occurring in species where it has not been documented. Third, we demonstrate that systematic sampling biases could not account for the observed patterns (SI Appendix). Fourth, we used an independent index of infanticide risk that is not open to such bias (the proportion of the breeding cycle, defined as Gestation + Lactation, devoted to lactation) (17) . To avoid the issues of nonnormally distributed data associated with ratios, we converted these data to a measure of the proportion of the breeding cycle taken up by lactation, hereafter termed "weaning proportion" (L/(L+G)], which was arc sine-transformed for analysis. Seasonal breeders with a reproductive "timeout" period were excluded, as a weaning proportion value above 50% would falsely suggest that infanticide would bring a female back into oestrus sooner, and thereby improve mating opportunities for males.
Analyses. Modeling trait evolution. We used a likelihood framework and Bayesian inference to model the evolution of traits along the branches of the primate phylogeny. Following Shultz, Opie, and Atkinson (20) , analyses were carried out in BayesTraits (50, 51) using an MCMC (52) sampling algorithm together with a reversible jump (RJ) procedure. Rather than fitting a model in which all changes are possible, the RJ procedure searches the posterior distribution of possible models by linking (setting to equal) or removing (setting to zero) transition-rate parameters. Models are then sampled in proportion to their likelihood, accounting for variation in the number of parameters. This process allows us to explore the space of possible models and derive a Bayesian posterior distribution of model loglikelihoods, rate parameters, and inferred ancestral states on the primate phylogeny.
Maximum-likelihood analysis of the data, which gives point estimates of model parameters, indicated a small number of changes per unit of branch length such that the prior distribution on rates could be described by an exponential probability distribution. The prior was seeded from an exponential hyperprior with a mean and variance in the range of 0-2 (50). The rate deviation value, which sets the amount that the rate parameters of the model change in each iteration of the Markov chain, was varied to ensure that acceptance rates were between 15% and 40% (50) . Convergence was checked visually by evaluating changes in the log-likelihood in Tracer (53) . Each MCMC chain was run five times for 5 million iterations sampled every 100, with the first 50,000 iterations discarded as the burn-in period, to ensure that convergence had been reached. The posterior probabilities for the transition models, rate parameters, log-likelihoods, and states at ancestral nodes from the run with the median likelihood taken from the postconvergence portion of each run are reported.
Ancestral states. We used an RJ MCMC approach within the Multistate procedure in BayesTraits (50, 51) to infer states at ancestral nodes for each trait (SI Appendix and Figs. S4-S7). Although these results are drawn on the maximum-clade credibility tree, the analysis was performed across the posterior distribution of 10,000 primate trees. The ancestral state probabilities for each node of the tree (the colored pies in SI Appendix and Figs. S4-S7) are the combined posterior probability of each state at that node with the posterior probability that the node itself exists. Correlated evolution between social monogamy and other traits. The Discrete option in BayesTraits can be used to test for the correlated evolution of two binary traits over a phylogeny. We coded mating system as a binary variable-polygyny (0) (including both uni-male/multifemale and multimale/ multifemale systems) versus social monogamy (1), and tested for evidence of correlated evolution with the other binary traits (Table 1) . Evidence for correlated evolution was measured using a Bayes factor (54) comparing model fit between a model in which the traits are allowed to evolve independently (the independent model) to one in which rates of change in one trait are dependent on rates in the other (the dependent model). The independent model can be rejected if there is support for the dependent model, indicating correlated evolution between the mating system and the chosen trait. For comparisons between models we calculated the log10 Bayes factor, generated with Tracer (53) . The log10 Bayes factor shows the weight of evidence to support one model over another, from 0-0.5 (insubstantial), to 0.5-1.0 (substantial), to 1.0-2.0 (strong), to >2.0 (decisive) (54) . We also tested the relative timing of the evolution of the traits by comparing the transition rates between states (Fig. 1) , and the switches inferred from the ancestral state reconstructions (SI Appendix and Figs. S4-S7).
A random-walk MCMC procedure in BayesTraits Continuous (50, 55) was used to infer the ancestral states of the continuous trait weaning proportion (representing infanticide risk) across the primate phylogeny, which was then plotted onto the maximum-clade probability primate tree (SI Appendix and Fig. S8 ). Phylogenetic t tests were run using Continuous to test for correlated evolution between the binary mating system trait and weaning proportion, and paternal care and weaning proportion, in a Bayesian framework using MCMC methods, where the percentage of the posterior of the regression coefficient that crosses zero indicates the P value (55).
